Industry Innovations
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From interior finishes to exterior finishes this month's newsletter has it all! We have many clients
in the stages of picking out the perfect finishes to make their dream home exactly what they
envisioned. We’ve been scouring the internet left and right trying to find the perfect materials. We
hope you enjoy this newsletter and maybe it will spark some ideas for your home too.

Nevin’s Picks
The TandoShake Cape Cod Perfection collection has added the color Char to its lineup, which
features the look of charred, burnt, or blackened wood. Cape Cod Perfection Char shake offers
5-inch exposure with crisp edges and an authentic aesthetic, according to Tando. The line is
impervious to moisture and ideal for ground contact and roofline applications. The cladding is
suited for fast and easy one-person installation due to its lightweight design, claims the
manufacturer. The collection has also received a notice of approval from Miami-Dade County
for high-wind and high-impact resistance and meets all severe weather rigorous testing
criteria. tandobp.com

Barricade Thermo-Brace is a three-in-one sheathing product that offers stable raw material
pricing, ease of use, and less weight on the jobsite to promote faster installation and reduced
labor costs. Thermo-Brace is recognized by the International Residential Code to have a higher
shear value level than OSB testing standards, according to the manufacturer. The water-resistant
sheathing comes in the standard 4-foot-by-8-foot sheet size, in addition to a 48 3/4 inch width

for overlapping sheets, which eliminates the need for housewrap. Thermo-Brace is also available
in custom lengths up to 12 feet to reduce waste and trim time. barricadebp.com

Royal Building Products has added 6-inch soffit to its Cedar Renditions line of modern
aluminum accent siding. The soffit is perforated for ventilation and designed to keep moisture
out of the home, according to the manufacturer. The 6-inch soffit is available in premium,
multitonal woodgrain and traditional woodgrain colors and was designed to be used with the
existing 6-inch Cedar Renditions siding profile. The product line, which features durable and
thicker gauge aluminum, is low maintenance, flame resistant, and 100%
recyclable. royalbuildingproducts.com

Jason’s Picks

The Avenue sliding glass panel shower door features frameless glass panels on modular
hardware, suspended from a header elevated above the top of the pane. The handle combines
rectilinear forms and hard edges with an ergonomic, comfortable hand feel. The Avenue is
available in one size with a 2-inch width adjustment—58 to 60 inches—and four hardware
finishes: chrome, oil rubbed bronze, brushed nickel, and satin black. dreamlineshowers.com

TruStile’s new Wood Entry Door Systems mark the company’s first collection of entry door
products, available in a wide variety of door, sidelite, and transom combinations. Customers
can choose between featured entry systems in modern, traditional, coastal, or Craftsman
styles, or create a custom system from 500 of TruStile’s existing door styles. The collection
features the use of Tricoya, an exterior-grade MDF. trustile.com

The Bridgeport Steel recessed panel garage doors are made to offer the aesthetics of traditional
stile and rail wood doors in a three-layer steel door. The doors come in narrow or extended
width panel designs, offer windows and decorative hardware as design options, and come in 10
standard paint colors, as well as four wood-look finishes. The door’s HFC-free polyurethane

foam insulation expands to fill the steel door cavity, keeping garage spaces warmer in the winter
and cooler in the summer. clopaydoor.com

The 5000 Series Sublinear Sliding Glass Door incorporates a reverse rolling system, with roller
cartridges on the sill and the track integrated into the bottom of the glass panels. The roller
cartridges feature twin polyamide precision rollers on a sill designed to integrate with the
surrounding flooring without raised tracks. The frame is designed to install flush with interior
and exterior finishes, and features 7/8-inch sightlines. The door line is available in standard
sliding, pocketing, vari-slide, corner, and custom angle configurations, with single- and
multiple-panel configurations available. monumentalwd.com

Bonus Picks
For Viewrail’s Vedera glass railing system, proprietary hardware integrates the glass directly with
the company’s Flight floating stair treads. Fasteners are hidden behind end slices on the treads,
ensuring a single continuous wood grain that carries seamlessly “through” the glass. A round or
square stainless steel cap or square wood cap rail can be added—without additional support
posts—to provide a handrail. The floating stair system is available in a choice of 15 wood
species, which can be finished with any color stain. viewrail.com

In the years gone by, round columns were expensive and difficult to make using traditional
methods. Today, using modern manufacturing techniques and materials, Elite Round Paint Grade
Columns come in a variety of heights and diameters to fit any decor in your home. They also come
in both Smooth or Fluted designs which allow you to choose between a simple and modern or
ornate column. These architectural columns come in sizes varying from 6" to 10" wide and up to
10 ft high. https://www.elitetrimworks.com/Round-Wood-Columns/

VELUX Sun Tunnel® Skylights are designed to provide natural light into every room of your
house. A VELUX Sun Tunnel® Skylight is easy to install, regardless of your roof type.

Please note that all the wording and pictures have been taken directly from the website from which the products were sourced. We have
given them credit for the links to the actual website.

Stay tuned for more!
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